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From the Desk of the Editor,
As I sit down to write this letter, on the bleachers by field one (btw it’s 4:00
a.m. camp time). . . we just finished typing the last bunk article . . . phew! We did it!
Thank you to all the amazing Counselors who handed in their bunk articles. Sorry
for the short notice and constant pressure, I really appreciate it. Thanks to the USA
Day, and OAR Generals for handing in your “in-generals”, we know how tired you
guys are, and are really thankful for it. At this hour, camp is dead silent, aside from
AMK puttering around near the canteen, and Crafty star-gazing or something.
We are all extremely grateful to Meir Frischman for all the awesome new
improvements to Camp; from the all NEW state-of-the-art hockey court, re-done
basketball courts, and gym floor, and of course, this epic 1 st half yearbook, which is
by the way causing a lot of ‘RUCKUS’ from its brand new “huge” 4ft by 5ft office.
Thanks to Shimon for all the renovations, and to eli@serebrowski.com for all the
new “innovations”.
No thanks could possibly be enough to the most talented co-yearbook editor,
Zvi Greenspan who is still stuck in that 4’ by 5’ adding the final finishing touches to
this 1st half yearbook. It’s a good thing he doesn’t get paid by hour, because his salary would be somewhere in the millions!
We would like to express our gratitude to the most amazing head staff in the
Mountains: Rabbis Feuer, Karfiol, Neiman, Wolf, Kaufman, Friedman, Kaplan
and Schilit, for giving all of us such an amazing 1st half. We want to express our appreciation to Shimshy Brecher for his enthusiastic assistance.
A massive thanks goes to the office staff, Mrs. Rand and
Mrs. Nockenofsky, who were always available whenever we needed assistance.
Thanks to Tzvi Liberman for taking the bunk pictures and submitting all those articles, and for staying up past his bedtime. Thanks to all those who lent us their cameras for taking the bunk pictures, and the pictures for the collages.
Thanks to the off-day ‘chevra’ for a pumping time; you guys are amazing! Avi
and the greatest co-counselor anyone can even imagine: Betzalel -- enjoy Eretz
Yisroel. It was great getting spending the 1st half with you guys. Next year we want
you guys in Agudah for a full eight weeks and nothing less!
To my boyzzz in Bunk Zayin -- you guys were unbelievably awesome; it was
a great experience being your Counselor! There’s not enough room to add all 20
names, but each and every one of you combined made our bunk the greatest.
Have an awesome second half and year! See you all next summer!

Mordy Becker
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28 Tammuz 5772
July 18, 2012

Dear Campers and Staff,
It is our great honor to greet the staff and campers of Camp Agudah on the occasion of another successful summer
in Ruach Country. And not just any summer, but a very inspired one in the history of Klal Yisroel. In just two weeks,
August 1st/13 Av, 5772, more than ninety thousand people will gather in MetLife stadium in Rutherford, New Jersey,
(and sixty thousand people in cities on six continents around the globe) to participate in an incredible kinus l’shem
Shamayim: the twelfth Siyum Hashas of the Daf Yomi!
That day will mark the completion of the study of Talmud Bavli by tens of thousands throughout the world, an
accomplishment that brings great nachas to the wives, children and families of the lomdei hadaf; to all of Klal Yisroel;
and, of course, to the Ribbono Shel Olam.
From the beginning of the founding of the Daf Yomi, Agudas Yisroel has been the address for its promotion.
And from the first Daf Yomi Siyum HaShas in 1931, in the presence of the “father of the Daf Yomi” Rav Meir Shapiro
zt”l, to the upcoming one, Agudas Yisroel has undertaken to organize and oversee the great event celebrating the
completion of another cycle of Shas.
We are indeed fortunate to have the zechus to be part of this great movement of Agudas Yisroel of America under
the guidance of our Gedolei Torah. Agudas Yisroel was founded 100 years ago this year by the great Gedolei Yisroel of
that time, including the Chofetz Chaim and the Gerer Rebbe, and has continued its mission of working tirelessly on behalf
of Klal Yisroel to this day.
Camp Agudah is an important part of this great worldwide Torah movement as well. It also has a long and glorious
history, stretching back to its founding in the 1940s, and since then has been mechanech thousands upon thousands of children to become dedicated members, and many of them leaders, of Klal Yisroel. Every camper in Camp Agudah is an important link in the glorious chain of Mesorah that reaches back to Matan Torah.
Please allow us to take this opportunity to invite you, during the coming school year, to visit the headquarters of
Agudas Yisroel in Manhattan, either by yourself or with your class, to learn more about the history of Agudas Yisroel and
all the wonderful work that it is doing on behalf of Klal Yisroel.
May you all be zocheh to a wonderful summer filled with the unique and geshmakeh blend of gashmius and
ruchnius that Camp Agudah is justly famous for.
All best wishes for a gezunteh zummer!

Rabbi Yehiel Kalish
National Director of Government Affairs

Rabbi Labish Becker
Executive Director of Agudath Israel of America
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From the Desk of The Menahel

Dear Campers,
How quickly the first trip has flown by! It seems like yesterday that
we arrived in "RUACH COUNTRY The greatest camp in the mountains! This year the word RUACH took on new meaning as so many
new things were happening in camp. What brings great pride to
Camp Agudah is the tremendous showing of achdus and bein adam
l’chavaro. Whether on the courts or fields, in shuir or the beis
medrash every boy showed true care and concern for their friends.
The highlight was certainly Shabbos Kodesh as we experienced
Kedushas Hashabbos like never before. We sang zemiros and heard
words of wisdom from our Gedolei Yisroel who graced us with their
presence over Shabbos. Who can forget the Parsha game show or
the SALT learning program, and who can forget the most incredible
question and answer panel session (with the greatest nosh) together
with many of Camp Agudah head staff members. Remember each
one of you have tremendous strength to grow in torah and Yiras
Shomayim..You can, you can, you can shteig!! Have a wonderful summer and a great year in all your Yeshivos.

B'yedidos,

Rabbi Eliezer Feuer
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From the Desk of the Head Staff

Dear Campers,
What an amazing first half we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were impressed with your wonderful Middos, and Learning,
to the exciting activities where you showed how to play as a Ben
Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem
Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth that each of you had in
these short few weeks together is something that should make you
proud. The main outcome of all this is that you have discovered your
true essence, and abilities, and that you could enjoy life in every way
while being connected to Hashem. Take all the Ruach back with you
to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of
Camp Agudah Ruach Country. Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to
see you next year in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol
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Co-Counselor
Ari Barnett

Co-Counselor
Zevi Spiegel

In 20 Years from now . . .
CC - Barnett Ari
CC - Spiegel Zevi
Bassman Chaim
Berger Chaim
Galinsky Elchonon
Newmark Naftoli Zev
Nusbaum Yisroel
Ozeirey David
Panski Yeshaya
Richman Yitzy
Richman Meir
Rottenstreich Binyomin
Seidenfeld Yisroel

will still be the best co-counselor in the world
will still be a 1st grade day camp counselor
will be a lifeguard
will still be a Ruach Country boy
will be a clown
will be the head of maintenance
will be 6 ft 6
will be a zoo keeper
will be in Kollel
will be Meir
will be Yitzy
will be best in bunk
will be a clothes designer

Opening Day – Rabbi Neiman gives opening day speech, NEW Ruach Country caps are given out.
9th grade goes goes bowling.
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Co-Counselor
Aron Lowenthal

Co-Counselor
Aron Weiss

In 20 years from now . . .
CC - Lowenthal Aron
CC - Weiss Aron
Backenroth Dovi
Basch Chaim Y.
Belsky Dovi
Belsky Moshe
Dabbah Yosef
Galinsky Levi
Goldstein Yosef Dov
Goodman Menachem
Levitansky Mordechai
Mitnick Dovid
Neiman Moshe Yehudah
Schwebel Yosef
Teitz Elchonon
Shlomo Dov Yaroslawitz
Ari Barnet

will still be getting tackled and jumped on
will still be beating Dovi Backenroth in splashing fights
will still be having splashing fights in the pool
will still be the best bentcher
will be an NBA superstar
will still be helping his mother give out snacks
will still be the Mexican’s Chacham
will still be the best behaved
will be as big Tzadik like his grandfather
favorite activity will be frog catching
will still be friends with Menachem Goodman
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will be the head counselor
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will still want to go boating
will be eating his shabbos meals with the mechina
will still be trying to get a kosher phone

First full day of camp. 8th grade goes bowling.
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Co-Counselor
Yaakov Chonon
Ely

Co-Counselor
Yitzchok Nusbaum

When a flying elephant is born then . . .
CC Ely Yaakov Chonon
CC Nusbaum Yitzchok
Backenroth Michoel
Braunstein Simcha
Feder Chaim
Goodman Dovid Tzvi
Gross Moshe
Kaufman Mordechai
Newmark Yaakov
Orlander Ozer Chaim
Panski Efraim
Septimus Motty
Viener Aryeh
Zoberman Avrohom Y.
The Staff DCC’s

won’t have the same bunk
will be referred to as nauses (by his campers)
will stay in camp for a full summer/half
will be a world famous artist
will go on the best hike in the world
will love to play every sport, and won’t be matching his brother
will be on the Camp Agudah basketball team (like his brother)
will be in the world records for the most jumps onto his counselors back
will be in charge of maintenance like his father
will stop making so man funny jokes
will put on sun-tan lotion every day
will be a world records swimmer
won’t go hiking in shorts
will stop asking to wear his counselors cap
will all get kosher phones

Special music and dancing with R’ Yitzy Bald by Lunch.
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Co-Counselor
Shmuli
Bienenstock

Co-Counselor
Shuey Krasnow

If bunk Aleph would have more sleepers than day campers then. . .
CC Bienenstock Shmuli
CC Krasnow Shuey
Basch Mordechai
Braunstein Yehuda
Cohen Avigdor
Dabbah Rachamim
Elbaz Aharon
Frischman Mordechai
Frischman Elozor
Gelbard Elyakim
Halbertal Chaim
Hartman Shimmy
Hartman Menachm Y.
Jurkowitz Aryeh
Kornbluth Mordechai
Lax Moshe Aharon
Mandel Yehuda
Pearl Moshe
Pomerantz Refael
Schwebel Elazar
Shain Ezriel
Silverberg Dovid
Wolf Yonah

wouldn’t tell stories, wouldn’t climb the beanstalk, wouldn’t be up at 2am writing this with Shuey,
would make it to line-up on time, would go to sleep after Shuey and wake up before him
Wouldn’t cut chicken or almost get run over by a car, would have a smaller cap collection,
would have a working iPod clock, wouldn’t lend out his phone, would have a fridge that doesn’t
freeze.
wouldn’t smile so much
wouldn’t get a flat tire on his way to Bnos
would eat more chicken, wouldn’t be a beast at basketball
would still be a “chillah”, would be able to complete a hike by himself
would be known as AHAARRRON, more Torah Shows
his hair would be up, would miss the Yankees Pre-game show
would have his hair down, would miss the Yankees post-game show
wouldn’t have the most random Jersey’s, would play football with Leo
would agree that he’s good at sports, will always be a Ruach Country boy
would clear the clothing off his bed, would not color his hand, would have more walking sticks
would not have a Melave Malka and would stop telling space theories
will always be a Ruach Country boy
wouldn’t wear Shmulis cap, would be called Motty
would be louder, and would find a new cap to wear
would have less bloody noses, and would learn to throw a baseball overhand
would be able to run across Junior Hill in less than 12 seconds
wouldn’t bring red flashing lights to camp, wouldn’t be one of the Zayin Minim
wouldn’t learn Mishnayos on the porch of Bunk Lamed Bais rather than Bunk Aleph, would get
the bunk even more food
would forget to kiss the mezuzah before bed, wouldn’t be in Bunk Aleph twice
wouldn’t have such a big Yarlmulka, would tie his sneakers normally
will always be a Ruach Country boy

R’ Shloima Noach Landau (Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivas Veretzky) is the Shabbos Gadol, Sruli Wulliger comes for
Shabbos , first Melave Malka of the trip. New style buffet Kiddush.
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Co-Counselor
Avi Hoch

Co-Counselor
Binyomin Kahn

If Avi Hoch became Yeshivish and Binyomin Kahan went to
Waterbury then . . .
CC Hoch Avi
CC Kahan Binyomin
David Shmuel Shmelka
Friedman Moshe
Hana Yosef
Kleiman Simcha
Leshkowitz Naftuli
Lowenthal Yaakov
Meshizahav Shloimy
Miles Eliyahu
Rosenberg Moshe Dovid

would wake up 10 minutes earlier to wake up the bunk
would half an hour extra sleep every morning
would be the next reff for the CA basketball team, and stick to the
rules
would perform stunts on his trick bike for one activity
would be singing Ashkenaz Zemiros every Shabbos
would run out of nosh before his party at night begins
would be telling everyone what team they’re on for Color War
would be cheering the Waterbury theme song while playing
hockey
would still be by the lakebut not catching frogs and snakes, but
rather going fishing
will still be asking for a story tape after he runs out of drinks
will still be the most popular guy in camp

Ventriloquist Chuck Field puts on an awesome show for the entire Camp, Ari and Nati star on stage.
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Co-Counselor
Yossi Kresch

Junior Counselor
Yehudah Levi

In 47 Years. . .
C - Kresch Yossi
JC - Levi Yehudah
Feifer Chaim M.
Feiner Elchonon
Friedman Shlomie
Gancz Avi
Ghoori Shlomo
Goodman Moshe
Levin Chaim Yeshaya
Nusbaum Yehuda
Orlander Dovid
Rothman Ezzy
Ruzohorsky Mayer S.
Schiff Moshe N.
Schorr Yair
Wolf Avigdor
Zoberman Aharon T.
Lankry Shlomo
Tzur yanky
Matbuchi

will be the president of weight watchers
and six months, two weeks and a day will still be a yekkie
will still be making the batting order
will still be on time for every minyan
will be the head counselor of Camp Agudah
will be pounding hot sauce
will be the mup in FBL (Frum Basketball league…”you cannot stop ghoori
ghoori”
will still be shteiging during rest period
will still be providing shabbos lamps
will still be listening to the Yankee game
will still be secretly good at every sport
will be sitting on recliner smoking a pipe
will have a Mets shirt for every day of the week
will hold the world record for most laps swam in the pond
will be gurr yeshiveshe sports fan
will still be best friends with his cousin Chaim Feifer
will still be smiling
will still have access to Mrs. Lankry’s delicious food
will still be known as the “white-haired guy” by bunk Gimmel
sfardim rule

Grades 4 through 7th head out to Liberty Lanes
“we made a Kiddush Hashem at Liberty Lanes” and don’t be a Mazik!”
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Counselor
Yerucham Klein

Junior Counselor
Reuven Karman

If I was an author my book would be called. . .
C - Klein Yerucham
JC - Karman Reuven
Botknecht Feivie
Dayan Ezra
Feigelstein Sruli
Haddad Moshe
Hana Mordechai
Katzenstein Yitzchok
Kohen Mosheh
Kohen Rachamim
Levitin Pinchas
Samouha Gedalia
Shalam Shaul
Turkel Chaim Tzvi

tales of the unknown counselor
the seven ways to attract a cheering squad during every davening
without fail
how to best disturb shacharis
the five steps to being a perfect person
“I didn’t write one” – by mistake
my grandmothers lachmajin
pink team and the story of hiking without crocs
it didn’t get published because I was still reading it
ninety nine reasons why he will never be with his brother
the story of the last Mosheh
the survival guide to sleeping in the same bunk as your brother
the secret recipe to the best pizza in the world
the half Jewish Ashkenazim who stole my faxes
how to swish yourself thru the basket

Camp Govoah missed playing Camp Agudah, but had a bbq by the lake and broke out USA day
Opening game in the Camp Agudah Ruach Country Gardens, Coach Herby joins.
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Co-Counselor
Meyer Glicher

Co-Counselor
Tzvi Asher Gross

Quotes heard in bunk Hay. . .
CC Glicher Meyer
CC Gross Tzvi Asher
Battino Moishy
Burstein Yonah
Farkas Hershey
Furer Nissim Chaim
Gerdts Daniel
Hoffman Dovid Shlome
Kornbluth Dovi
Moseson Yechiel
Oratz Chaim
Perlow Chaim
Rubinfeld Meir Simcha
Septimus Aryeh Leib
Shapiro Moshe Ahron
Weinberger Yitzi

Z.B., up in Hea, ooooh snap
this is R’ Belsky’s hat
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will always be a Ruach Country boy
Can we have MoJo
blushirt, glushirt… wtvr
Shvishvig, classic...
can I use your phone, I’ll make it quick
will always be a Ruach Country boy
I need to be by every lineup
if you need me to even up teams
Nissim, pass!!!
will always be a Ruach Country boy
I’ll won’t make stacks of paper plates by lunch today
will always be a Ruach Country boy
I’m with Ruby

USA Day Generals were Schoenbrun, Krasnow, Brecher.
Red team of Flatbush wins, though all the skits were awesome.
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Co-Counselor
Pesach Diamond

Co-Counselor
Mookie Neuman

_____couldn’t do cleanup because . . .
CC Diamond Pesach
CC Neumann Mookie
Bienstock Noach
Finkelstein Ari
Fish Yanky
Goldschmidt Yehuda
Gottesman Chaim
Grunhut Avrumi
Joselit Tzvi Yehuda
Kraut Dovid
Lichtenstein Shabsi
Perlstein Yehuda
Rothman Aron
Sternbuch Eliyahu
Tobal Shlomo Yitzchak
Tyberg Zevi
Weiss Chesky
Willig Yaakov

he was too lazy
he was by his sisters chasunah/sheva brochos
he was upset the St. Louis Cardinals lost
he was making Noach’s bed
he will always be a Ruach Country boy
he was busy having a baseball catch
his hand was still hurting from Mookie’s throw
he was playing DS with Zevi
he was always in his bungalow trying to find his retainer
his counselors forgot to wake him up
he was too busy making Jack Stef crazy
he was always listening to his MP3
he was watching someone else play DS
he was never on time to line-up
he will always be a Ruach Country boy
he will always be a Ruach Country boy
he will always be a Ruach Country boy
he was too busy reading

First grill out off the season Staff play entitled “Twist of the Tongue”.
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Co-Counselor
Mordy Becker

Co-Counselor
Betzalel Schlosser

Rabbi Avi Schilit is camps secretary and ______ is . . .
CC Becker Mordy
CC Schlosser Betzalel
Feder Menachem
Feifer Yehuda Leib
Friedman Avraham
Groveman Moshe
Halberstam Yechezkel
Herskowitz Avi
Katz Yehuda
Kaufman Shaul Chaim
Keislon Yehoshua
Krasnow Moishe
Kurz Avrohom
Landynski Mendel
Nathan Akiva
Nechamkin Shmuel
Pesach Ari
Salzberg Tzvi
Scheiner Ezriel
Schoenbrun Boruch
Schwartz Shmuel N.
Stefansky Yehuda Leib

camps cubicle hogger and glasses store showcase
#1 co-counselor and almost best basketball player
R’ Ezriel Sheiner’s personal gabai and body guard (you’re lucky 2b Wallach’s cuz!)
camps best short-stop (you’re amazingly athletic!)
camps only stunt-bike driver (stop giving away all the trip secrets!)
everyone’s favorite Chavrusa (Hatzlocha with your learning, we accomplished tons!)
camps earliest sleeper (enjoy Passaic, even though it’s not as great as Clifton!)
Abercrombie & Fitch walking advertisement (cool glasses!)
camps early bird (nice haircut!)
camps vilna burger eater (enjoy the holy land!)
camps official lobby punching bag (Keep smiling!)
camps shower mashgiach, and captain jr (You rock!)
camps ONLY Lakers fan, and nosh warehouse director (cool iron-ons, and keep up
those “family traditions”!)
camps #1 scooter rider (Keep smiling!)
camps only kid with matching clothes (stop being jealous of Prince Henry!)
camps Poisek and best Chavrusa (you’re awesome at hockey!)
camps handyman and broom spinner (thanks for putting together the grill!)
camps 2am Haggadah singer (get to sleep, it’s late!)
camps walking library (“quota!”)
camps latest shower taker (get back to learning groups!)
camps official bed-maker and pomegranate rep (keep smiling!)
camps lanyard-maker (continuing the Stefansky legacy! Yes, I know Jack Stef is ur cuz!)

Dining room was energized by interviews with the players on the staff team,
massive lines at the shower-house in preparation for Shabbos.
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Counselor
Chaim Fogel

Bunk Ches Defines Ownage because. . .
C - Fogel Chaim
Belsky Chezky
Cohen Tzviki
Ebstein Yeshaya
Fishman Eliezer
Friedman Yosef Yehuda
Goldschmidt Zevi
Gruen Ezzi
Illes Avrohom Yitzchok
Jurkowitz Pinchos
Katlowitz Nissim Avrohom
Kramer Efraim
Krieser Moshe Chaim
Lamm Nesanel
Lax Avrohom Yochanan
Levinger Hillel
Mitnick Yakov
Neiman Dovid
Steinberg Yisroel Meir
Viener Yehuda
Wiederman Yossi

loves Cheery Bim because it’s a beastly song and we (somehow) get it in between aryeh kuntslers ‘mimamakim’ and ‘chop em down’, makes smores, has
a hat store with the most boiling bunk in camp (12 fans).
has a camp mother, is a belsky, his big cousin owns the team, survived biking ☺ and just doesn’t stop knocking down jumpers!
drinks way too much tea, for some reason listens to arabic music (weird), is too scared to wear really thin (burberry) ties, is not in choir this year, and
(again weird) goes for the redskins. P.S. yes you can have another water bottle Tzviki Youre a BEAST☺
unfortunately goes for the yankees, has a brother named shmaya, commands the other side of the table, is all over the place, ITS TIME TO WAKE UP
SHAYA!!!!
is a huge jets fan (baruch hashem at least oneJ) NEVER EVER bothers me (private joke eli youre a beast!) is all full of good times and what are we
gonna do with that wrist oy oy oy:)
Does the video in shoprite, pounds MoJo in the Morning, supplies the bunk with pampers (Thanx for running all the way back again) and is officially the
owner of the bunk ipod.
is the real Agudah Superstar thanx for all the help in winning it, cracks me up all the time, gets $6 canteen cards in stacks, owns all of schrons stuff,
almost went to day camp, knows all the hock, fridges the bunk up (shkoiach) yaamod zev ben shraga shlishi. BACKSCRATCHER!
found out his psp does work even though Moishe W. sat on it, turkey, has no voice left 3 days into the summer, that’s way too dudgy! Tomato dip, turkey,
no big deal D12 to BKN, goes crazy at night, is (weird #3) a cowboys fan (blocked punt) has seeds, turkey, bracelets, game face etc etc.
quietly does his thing, hangs out with eli all day, somehow falls asleep with the light on in his face every night hats off to you, and just goes crazy at night!
shows up for some reason a week late to our bunk (you’re a beast), not a shy 3 pointer, is an awesome addition to the bunk, has a wicked volleyball
serve, is from Queens (Shar Hatorah!).
is a ferocious defender on the court, is a tzitzis out guy good for you! Has HUMONGOUS beastly headphones steals my bobby pins and caps and phone
wakes up at 4:30 in the morning for some reason, imports celery soda from across the world, is our official bunk rav, scares the beast out of me with that
darth vader voice, and is officially ezzi’s translator.
MO K. is dying to go down those railroad tracks already, has green sunglasses (weird #4 thought they were mine) does an amazing hat flipping move, is
the jc for our bunk on the other side of the table taking control, ‘toameha’, dominates the neighborhood day basketball game singlehandedly (but I can still
beat you Moshe), gets silly putty all over his pants, has his bar mitzvah 2 nd half MAZEL TOV!
owns a Gameboy DS, is the official wearer of the jets cap,is one of the biggest chillers of all time, but only cash in singles, right Nesanel?
is the official gabbai of the night seder mishnayos chabura, and yes he is related to Yaakov Lax just in case anyone asks him again, was a pleasure
having you 1st half yochanan you’re a beast!
Oh boy where do we start with you Hillel… is the official OWNER and BEAST and GANGSTA’ of bunk Ches, tells everyone we have bowling for night
activity, ah ah ah Leaning groups are over, has an orange bracelet to match the Marshall’s Knicks shorts, t-shirt, cap etc etc. Does complete ownage on
Shlomo Tepper, learns with the Non Stoppable Nati, (and gets all the raid the same timeJ) and is THE BACKSCRATCHER of 7 th grade.
Renovated my cubicle 2 days before camp, throws up after the fast, sees deer at 5 in the morning (weird #5 why he was up is beyond me), learns with his
father, is the master of 3 Boxes and is the biggest clown in camp.
is going to the holy land Eretz Yisroel 2nd half (we’ll miss you!) has an older brother right next door, is not related to Rabbi or the Maintenance Tzvi
Neiman, lives in Staten Island, uh oh, but the real reason why Dovid Owns is because…… oh man can’t say because its Lashon Hara Dude!!!
is a bundle of ENERGY! (Definition: Red Bull, Gatorade and Powerade all together) has a great rest stop on Shabbos thanks for Shabbos Party, doesn’t
stop listening to Matisyahu, wears a thin tie.
Just books on us for a week (yes yes MAZEL TOV!), davens in the back, has this crazy blanket contraption all over his bed, switched to our bunk (thanx
again you’re so awesome) is such a good sport and is just a plain beast ladies and gentleman.
Last but most certainly not least is Yossi Weiderman. He defines ownage because he showed the bus driver on the way to camp which way to go (2
hours lateJ), plays in the staff football games on Fridays, is our scavenger hunt champion (YAY!) has a siddur in Yiddish (weird #6), runs like the wind
bullseye, is Moishe Weiderman’s cousin see the comparison?:)

Shabbos in Agudah Me’ain Oilam Haba! Shabbos Gadol was R’ Lazer Ginzburg,
New Panel of dueling Rabbis.
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Counselor
Yaakov Lax

Bunk Tes was unavailable for comment because . . .
C Lax Yaakov
Cohen Yonah
Dornstein Moshe
Fine Avi
Hartman Menachem
Kashani Yosef
Kaufman Ari
Lerner Yitzi
Lieberman Elchonon
Mann Shalom
Nussbaum Yitzi
Silverberg Yossi
Tabak Shaya
Toledano Yosef
Vizel Nachi
Beinhorn Yossi
Fogel Chaim
Gruen Yumi
Wiederman Moshe
Greenspan Zvi
Kramer Yehudah

Backscratcha????
too busy being awesome
too busy “winning” league games
was 86’ing
was davening by Masmidim
spreading out food on his bed and eating it
too busy listening to hock on his walkie talkie
being sooo nice
was 86’ing
was by cocoa club
too busy trying to get an Aliyah
was working in the canteen
was davening in the back of the Shul
was 86’ing
sweeping the bunk, and hammering in way too many nails
too busy being camps first ever triple threat. (Camper/JC/LG)
Backscratcha!!!!
looking for his toof
checking for squirrels
trying to change his number from CS-5 to F-5
trying to get a counselor job

Shiva Asur B’tamuz, Break-fast was eggs hash-browns and assorted rolls, “Raboisai come up for Air!”
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Counselor
Aaron Schilit

Bunk Yud had an epic first half because . . .
C Schilit Aaron

was counselor

Bamberger Gavriel

is hooked up and is part Mexican, part Swiss, part English and part Israeli

Baranker Ari

made big bucks for us on Payday, and sings in the choir

Benarroch Meir

is a big time quarterback, chiller, works out, looks like dobby, and loves long meals

Fetman Nisan

owned the zone, is a sick bowler Todah rabba lecha

Hess Menachem

is a beast, massive chiller, and lives out of town

Jacobs Meyer

pounds milky-ways, and never missed line up

Kornfeld Aryeh

chilled all day, worked for AMK, got his shirt burnt in the laundry, and is not going to Wtrbry

Pruzansky Avi

spoke by 7th grade tish, we are champions, go giants, wheres your DS?

Scharf Ashi

was our MVP, rocked up the zemiros, is yeshivish, “so what’s the hock?”

Scherman Noach Y

is chief griller, was in charge of clean up, and jogged 4 miles every day

Schron Avromy

wouldn’t miss a Yankees game, bought a pink shirt by mistake, has the neatest bed, is
Ezra

Schwartz Moshe

finished 5 cases of water, has 17 pairs of glasses, loves mojo, and had a awesome first
summer in camp

Sendrovitz Chaim

has the coolest handshakes, is not a Chaim Berliner, and was dying to stay for 2nd half but
missed his rebbi too much

Smith Pinny

is so loud, knows every person in camp, and got burgers

Sprei Moshe

caught fish in the lake, was in the black book, has a green belt, and is tight with Rabbi
Wallerstein

Teicher Yitzchok

knows every single MLB stat, pounds library books, and loves spinach

Weissman Yecheskel

plays ball with the 8th grade, was by every meal, loves punch ball and is addicted to his DS,
seriously?

Ruach Day (PayDay), night activity was a Massive Auction with many Amazing prizes!
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Counselor
Nati Gurwitz

In 20 years from now, when Nati becomes a ventriloquist. . .
C Gurwitz Nati
Ely Shalom
Frischman Yitzchok
Fruchter Avrohom Leib
Gelbard Mordy
Jaroslawicz Raphael Ephraim
Kay Zevi
Rivlin Daniel
Salzberg Gershon
Schorr Shragi
Schuck Aryeh Leib
Teitelbaum Shmuel Aaron
Vogel Zevi
Wakszul Dovy
Zarnel Moshe

will open his mouth, have stains on his sweatshirts, and
parents will come to game
will still be soaking his feet and rocking the smile
will still be wondering who took his crocs
will still be the go-to guy
will still laugh at bubba + anny
will never need to get anything from the bunk
will still be helping bunk Lamed Bais
will still be 7th grades most popular guy
will still be hooked up from I-swirl
will still be a day camper
will still be a Yankee fan
will still get aliyos on Shabbos
will still eat deli on his rib stick
will still get Dougies for the bunk
will still come to camp early

Hot day! Night swim for all!
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Counselor
Yehudah Gold

If it really was Yehudah Gold’s birthday and if camp
Agudah played some staff games . . .
C Gold Yehuda
Berkowitz Moishe
Bloom Avrohom
Bloom Baruch
David Yakov Leib
Eichhorn Tuvi
Farkas Chesky
Filitchkin Zalman
Grossberger Shmueli
Groveman Uri Yosef
Herbstman Tevel
Okolica Yechezkel
Rodkin Meir
Shipper Yekusiel Yosef
Tepfer Dovi

“MOSHE YAAKOV BERKOVITZ” would still be doing a fantastic job with the ventriloquist and would still be davening the loudest in the Shul
would still be scoring threes all day and would rock up the back of the bunkhouse
would still be offering his counselor rugelach, and would always be offering to help.
will still be doing a ton of work for camp
would still “USE” his counselor’s phone, and text famous singers, and would accuse
his counselor of thinking he’s cool bec he’s from Chofetz Chaim?!?!?
would still be spending tons of money at the arcades in the bowling alley
would still be the most likeable guy around and will still enjoy being in his favorite
counselors bunk
Would totally ask his Counselor to PLZ! Break dance and would keep his part of the
deal – So totally sixties
would still be having nightmares, and would warn the bunk about Ahamadinejad
will still be asking a lot of good questions, and will still need his Counselor to help
direct his fan
would still be a real jokester and continue to make our bunk a fun place to be
would still be flying over the bunk house on purple stilts, and chilling in the bunkhouse
in a superman cape.
would still be following his counselor for 48 hours at a time, and singing with his
dazzling voice
would still always be ready to lend a helping hand and to fill everyone in on camp hock

Amazing Trip To Connecticut Sports Center and Lake Compounce; 9th Grade Goes To Niagara!!
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Counselor
Mordy
Schoenbrun

If Bunk Yud Gimmel would be Ashkenazim…
C Schoenbrun Mordy
Cameo Aharon Sion
David Avraham
Dwek Yehuda
Elnadav Shlomo
Frasco Yisrael Meir
Hezghia Yosef
Hezghia Yona
Jemal Yehuda
Mizrahi Yosef
Tuachi Betech David
Zaga Yaakov

all ready Ashkenazi and proud
would love kishka so much that’s all he’ll eat
a dream come true
would still be shooting bb guns and making new
passwords on his iPod everyday
would still be called Ellno and continue to be awesome
would finally be able to get a normal bed
would finally not be mixed up with his brother’s
name
see Yosef Hezgia
your sefardi really??
would start imitating Hasidim
yo no hablo español
would still continue to pump up the whole bunk

Lazy Day, Grill-Out, 8th Grade Intercamp Vs. Camp Munk, Agudah Wins 5 out of 6 Games,
Staff Basketball vs. Silverlake Agudah Wins 74-64!
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Counselor
Ari Krasnow

The bathrooms in the lodge will work when...
C Krasnow Ari
Bloom Shimon
Gelb Yakov
Gurwitz Elimelech
Heller Yeshaya Dovid
Hoffman Alti
Hussny Levi Isaac
Hussny Tuachi Itzjak
Nussbaum Pinny
Rosman Baruch
Walkin Pinchas M
Zolty Yechiel

runs the staff meetings
gets a counselor whose name is Avi
takes less time in front of the mirror then Brecher
realizes that he has a brother in camp who has a phone and doesn’t
need his counselors
will come off injured reserve wearing his David Carr’s jersey
listens to A.K.A Pella for the whole 3 weeks
will win neighborhood day
yo no hablo español
approves the music playlist in the morningwill go through a whole day w/o parking someone in a headlock
comes the whole summer while riding his bike to his cousin’s chasuna
loves davening in Bais Refoel with the chatterbox

Regular Friday Lunch, Learning Tickets Raffle, Special Trip Video Presentation By R’ Shmaya Friedman.
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Counselor
Aryeh Brecher

If watermelons were blue
and skinny bresh skinny, then ____ is. . .
C Brecher Aryeh
Benshimon Meir Yishai
Finkelstein Dovi
Gaffney Yitzchok B.
Gerstel Yisroel
Halton Yosef
Hamada Yehuda Zev
Hilu Daniel
Kamkhaji Salomon
Michan Tuachi Elias
Safia Eliyahu
Samowitz Mordechai
Schwartz Moshe Ezriel

could be the skinniest person alive. I am awesome!! Right?
you’re a beast!! Keep on reading and making us laugh!
goes to sleep late, not. Would actually be good at sports
league rater and commissioner. Keep on smiling.
always smiling and on time. Thinks Canadian water is better than Poland
Spring
is taller than me and sits in bed the whole day pounding his iPod
fartug veker and clapper. Would like to transform this camp into a learning camp
Calzon Chino!! Happy B-day!
sleeps 8 hours on a fast, and doesn’t change in the bunk
go Titans! And pick up your socks from the floor!!
loves to talk and sing. You get so pumped by Zemiros!! Smile!
loves Mexicans and goes to sleep early. Keep smiling!
can get dressed in under 30 second every morning. DS pro!

Shabbos Gadol is the Nadvorna Rebbe, Day Camp comes for Shabbos, extra special pre visiting day clean-up,
Ice Cream Truck comes to Camp.
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Counselor
Yeshaya Rosner

Last will and testament . . .
C Rosner Yeshaya
Besser Akiva
Bronstein Aharon S.
Dabbah Jhona
Drillick Yossi
Fischer Tzvi Aryeh
Friedman Yitzchok
Katz Yitzy
Lowenthal Yehuda
Marcos Jack
Milworm Mutty
Nathan Yehuda Shmuel
Rand Aryeh
Salel Moshe
Schiffenbauer Mendy
Turk Shlomo Zalman
Varver David
Verstandig Dovid S.
Wilner Yochonon

an original title for the bunk article
to be left alone in the morning
to beat solitaire and vortex
doogies . . .soup
to finally finish Hashoel
to not wear a button-down shirt to davening
another wedding/Sheva Brachos/Aufruf
all you can eat in the Ohr Shraga canteen
to know the generals for USA day, OAR and Color War
doogies. . .soup
for Shaya to stop asking the same questions over and over
Shisha Sidrei Mishna
a ride from the Hess station
night kollel after curfew
to have everyone’s mind figured out
to hear every Hatzalah call in the Catskills
doogies. . . soup
lake all day, everyday
to be the last one in the showerhouse

Visiting Day. Staff Play entitled “The Swindler”.
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Counselor
Chesky Berman

Last will and testament…
C Berman Chesky
Asquenazi Alfonso
Banash Moshe Yehuda
Birch Itzjak
Diamond Zevi
Frischman Avrumi
Ghoori Chaim Yehuda
Greenspan Shaya
Lebovic Avraham Nissim
Lebovic Yoel
Masri Chacalo Simon
Nathan Ezra
Neumann Mordechai
Parnes Shuey
Silber Shmuli
Sochaczewsky Elly
Zola Yanky

a bunk in the shul
yo no hablo español
to be in my bunk second half
yo no hablo español
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
everyone in camp should know how to play roller hockey
the back lights to be turned off earlier
yo no hablo español
not to sleep next to the mexicans
to be in my bunk second half
NO SODA DURING BASEBALL!!!!!
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half

Magic Show, Rabbi Neiman throws Reuven Tepper out of the gym for OAR breakout.
Generals are Yechiel Aharanoff and Chaim Aharon Gross.
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Counselor
Avi Heineman

If I worked in Pomegranate . . .
C Heineman Avi
Altman Gershon
Aryeh Shmuel
Augenbaum Aharon Y.
Bakst Dovid
Brown Dovid
Gancz Shimshi
Goldschmidt Mordechai
Gross Avrohom Yosef
Hilu Moshe
Itzkowitz Chaim
Obermeister Mordechai
Schron Yitzchok Aryeh
Siegfried Yehuda
Stern Moshe Dovid
Tepper Zevi
Tuachi Hilu Jonathan
Yoffe Yisroel

would be the meatologist
would have to be on time for minyan
hair would have to be perfect
foot would need to work
wouldn’t be able to play DS
would be the bouncer
would have full access to cheese balls
haircut would have to be perfect
AJ wouldn’t play ball
would be packing boxes
wouldn’t eat his brother’s food
would continue getting packages
wouldn’t have the Kosher Phone
would have to move to Flatbush
would be asking prices
what’s pomegranate?!
would be packing boxes
would move to Avenue L

First Day of OAR, 3 Sports activities, Cheer Songs, Skits and Pantomimes.
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Counselor
Yitzy Stern

Last will and testament. . .
C Stern Yitzy
Benarroch David
Cohen Yonatan
Eisen Moshe
Feiger Ari
Friedman Yehuda
Halberstam Yosef
Kriger Chaim Aron
Lax Yochanan
Lovy Avraham
Lovy Gavriel
Novack Yoni
Rottenstreich Dovid S. t
Schneierson Yoel
Sued Nissim
Tolchin Yitzchak
Tuachi Hilu Elias
Weissman Mordechai

to have everybody forget about the goldfish incident
to go to ShopRite with the rest of the bunk
to play one last volleyball game
to have a counselor who owns a fridge, grill, car and buys the campers
everything they want
will be singing random songs and saying random things
to rest in peace (w/o R’ Wolf waking him up)
to get basketballs everywhere to stay on their shelves (by throwing them)
to be a professional quarterback
to get a bigger part in the play; to get his counselor in as many humiliating
situations as possible
to go somewhere more exciting during Shabbos Zemiros
to get a bed in the American section
to be called Steve; to win everything in Fartoogs
to “Veck” the entire bunk for Fartoogs
to get fewer e-mails
for the Americans to stop cursing in Spanish
to chill
to learn English
to beat the 9th grade in basketball

Second day of OAR, Sports activity, Races, Banner and Plays. Orange team of Bayis Rishon wins!
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Counselor Shlomo Fixler

Shimshi is back because . . .
C Fixler Shlomo Moshe
Botknecht Yossi
Cattan Tuachi Ezra
Drach Yanky
Frank Meir
Friedman Leiby
Gluck Mottie
Holi Yaakov
Klein Avrumi
Michan Hilu David
Miles Naftoli
Pearl Chananya
Reznik Yisroel Meir
Rimmer Yaakov
Schorr Dovid
Shindler Ari
Tuachi David

was Shimshi back when he was a camper
lost weight, and had the most confusing last name
yo no hablo español
will always be a Ruach Country boy
was always ahead of Shimshi, knicks hock (yeah right!)
lukshinized Shimshi
slid under the radar and shot a couple threes
paid him off
can eat more candy faster than Shimshi can take some
yo no hablo español
can reach Shimshi’s breaking point
has more hook-ups than Shimshi
can fish, and bang nails into the wall
is not Rimma
can get to Avi Heineman faster than you can say Shimshi
brought it back
yo no hablo español

Six Flags Agudah Day. Massive Amusement Park set up on Camp Agudah’s grounds. Wonderful time had by all.
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Counselor Chanoch Glicher

Last will and testament. . .
C Glicher Chanoch
Berger Aryeh
Davids Michael Aryeh
Frischman Tzvi
Garfinkel Yossi
Gelfand Avi
Gibber Meyer
Hartman Menachem
Kahan Zevi
Kleinbart Yossi
Krasnow Yitzchok
Krzywanowski Shmuel
Menahemov Daniel
Perlstein Tzvi
Rabinowitz Michael
Salamon Moshe
Storch Shmaryahu
Vogel Yehuda

to be in Tuli’s bunk second half, and more head staff meetings
to stay in Camp Agudah both halfs
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to get lenses
to have his legacy live on forever
to stop fainting by davening
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
sheesh!!
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to be in my bunk second half
to dunk
to be in my bunk second half

Championship and world series games. First day of the 9 days.
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Counselor
Tuli Abramczyk

Last will and testament. . .
C Abramczyk Naftoli
Berger Eliezer
Braunstein Simcha
David Mordechai
David Shimon Yehuda
Fruchter Noach Y.
Gelberman Chaim
Goldberg Eli
Hamburger Moshie
Neumann Eli
Salamon Yehoshua
Scheff Aryeh
Teitelbaum Yisroel N.
Weinberger Mendy
Weinstock Kalman

to be in Chanoch’s bunk second half, to actually give the shiur and
to write a cheer song the head staff likes
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
lifetime supply of kokosh cake from gombos
to be in camp second half
to be R’ Elya Bers gabai
to be the head of the FBITTC
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half
to be in camp second half

Last Shabbos of the trip. Shabbos Gadol is Rav Avrohom Chaim Levine.
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Counselor
Chaim Aharon
Gross

If Chaim Aharon would lend out his phone . . .
C Gross Chaim Aharon
Amram Menashe
Cahn Mordechai
Filitchkin Alexander
Hoffman Eliezer
Holczer Daniel
Isaak Shmuel
Kramer Daniel
Lax Shmuel
Leader Avrohom
Levi Yoel Chaim
Pinter Shamshon
Rosenstock Yehuda
Rosenstock Didi
Tzur Netanel Chaim
Weinstein Ahron

is actually able to use it for himself this year
wouldn’t call his father, his father would call him
would let someone else use it first
would call the queen of England
would be able to take over as counselor of the bunk
would call into Bais Rafoel for a phone hook-up by Davening
no need for a phone, they would hear him just fine without it
would use it to text
no Yiddish phone allowed
would call R’ Karfiol and ask him to give the bunk hiking
Lashon Hora Dude!
would arrange a basketball game for the staff using his skills (don’t forget
to save the court)
would call Chaim Aharon to find out what his line is
would take a picture of that awesome smile
would be too busy playing basketball to use it
would use the alarm clock feature on it

Awards ceremony, packing day for campers leaving.
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Counselor
Yechiel Aharonof

If Niagra Falls would freeze over - if skates wouldn’t skate, if bunk chof daled
wouldn’t be called camp chof daled – if we’d be a full-fledged Ashkenazi bunk If the sefardim would make their own minyan and stop coming on time to davening in
Bais Refoel then . . .
C Aharonof Yechiel
Bouskila Shaul
Cameo Moshe M.
Cohen Nathan
Levy Ezra
Levy Louie

would become an Ashkenazi, and convince the bunk that Ashkenaz is the true religion
will be busy blowing everything up (zeh tov, zeh tov!)
will finally be in the same bunk as his brother
will have Shaharit in the bunk at 11:30 (Camp Time).
will be on the CA basketball team
will be on a league team that wins, and not have to run over the point-guard in a game
(“coming for a landing”).
Mansour Judah
will own the largest arsenal in history (eh-zeh-sha-men-chick)
Maslaton Mordechai
will ride his penny (skateboard) down the falls & live to tell about it
Miller Eliyahu
will be best friends with every Rabbi in camp
Nakkach Yehuda
will be in charge of youth corps, office boy, and maintenance (in short Avi Schilit)
Soleymanzadeh Yosef
will be giving excellent CPR classes
Hartman Menachem
will be a certified lifeguard & be part of Flatbush Hatzoloh
Salamon Moishe
will have an even bigger Hatzoloh radio then Hartman & to be able to parade a round with
a Hatzoloh bag
Glicher Chanoch
will be the most wanted counselor in camp
Abramczyk Naftali
will be the best kiruv Rabbi out there
Liberman Tzvi
will still be the only Ashkenazi in the bunk
Becker Mordy
will be hocking me about where the bunk article is , be bouncing me out of this 4”x4”, and
will (hey stop kicking me , okay I’m getting out I’m leaving already OUCH!!!)
TO CAMP CHOF DALED- YOU GUYS ARE AWESOME AND KEEP ON SHTIEGING!!!
P.S. Remember, flowers require cultivation & hard work, thorns grow by themselves

THANKS TO ALL THE 9TH GRADERS (ESPECIALLLY CAMP CHOF DALED) FOR MAKING THIS AN AWESOME 1st HALF!!!

Last Day of First trip...Goodbye!!!
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Co- Counselor
Aron Stern

Co- Counselor
Mordechai Weis

Co- Counselor
Meir Rabinowitz

Co- Counselor
Yoni Klarberg

I’d be a millionaire if I got a nickel every time…
CC Rabinowitz Meir
CC Stern Aharon
CC Weis Mordechai
CC Klarberg Yoni

insulted Yoni Klarberg
insulted Meir for insulting Yoni
talks about nascar
said I can’t go swimming

Anton Meir
Cohen D'niel Ezra
Compton Eli
Davidowitz Yehuda
Kamenetsky Eliyahu
Mandelbaum Eliyahu
Mendlowitz Yisroel Meir
Phillip Dovidel
Snow Moshe
Kuntslinger Mendy

Smiled
talked about the new Moshe’s
asked a counselor to cross off his calendar
sang
rewrote his notebook
walked on the grass
made up a song
said “d’counselors zenin alla git meshuga”
called the counselors ‘Egert’
played game boy, drank Snapple, ate pretzels at the pool, and called
Aaron Stern

Have a great second half!
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Well, we gave it our best and came in 2nd place! This is pretty impressive considering
the staff volleyball team that Flatbush had. But you can’t win them all, so I guess 2 out of 3
years for NYS is a nice accomplishment. There are so many people who made this neighborhood day a great time for young and old alike. I’m sorry in advance if I left you out, it was
not intentional it just means I lost the sheet of the names of the staff J
First of all I would like to thank the Head Staff for giving me this opportunity to be a
General. I had a greta time and enjoyed every minute of it. A special thank you goes to my
Counselor and more importantly my friend R’ Eliyahu Kaufman for taking care of the whole day
and always being there for me when I need to voice my opinion.
Next I would like to thank my fellow generals Y.M. Schonbrun and Aryeh Brecher. Over
the years our ge group kept getting smaller and smaller, yet we stuck in there year after year,
making each summer better than the next. I had a great time in the Lodge this Summer, and
I hope we continue sharing good times together.
Congrats to winning general Aryeh, you deserve every part of this victory. I thank you
for being my partner in crime both in Camp and in Yeshivah. Enjoy L.A. second half, though
I’m really gonna miss you L
To the great staff of NYS, thanks for all your help both big and small, everyone did
their part to make this a total team effort. First off thank you to Shlomo Fixler – the driving
force behind everything NYS. It was just assumed that every time something needed to be
taken care of, it would be you to take care of it. Songwriting, skits, activities, the list goes
on and on, I could never have done it without you.
To the amazing songwriting Chaburah of Aharanoff, Bienenstock, M. Glicher, Richmond,
Wiederman, Z. Krasnow, and Y. Kramer, I hope you had as much fun as I did writing the
song. It was really enjoyable and just remember you were part of the last REAL cheer song in
Camp Agudah history.
I would like to thank the volleyball team but I don’t remember who played because we
weren’t on the court for too long!!
Now time to thank the “biggest losers”, Widerman, Beinhorn, and Gelfand. You guys
were fantastic, great rookie debut, by Mechinsky once we are mentioning the subordinates I
would like to thank the senior league dodgeball teamthe highlight of USA day. You guys are
great both on and off the court. Hope you all join us staff-members next year. Signing off
until then . . . .
General Ari
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And the winner was FLATBUSH!!!! YAY!!! As Eliyahu Kaufman said so beautifully, USA
Day is just a long night activity. Let me tell you, it was one fun night activity. Every single
person on the team of Flatbush was great and apologize in case I leave someone’s name out.
Firstly, I have to thank my awesome opponents Ari Krasnow and Y.M. Schonbrun. It was a lot
of fun going up against you guys, and you guys really put up a good fight. But at the end of
the day, the better ones always win J. I would also like to thank R’ Elya and Mosey for making such a great day. I mean that breakout was just too original.
The beginning of the day started with sports and I really owe Pesach Diamond a huge
amount of credit. He organized each game, and really went out of his way to help the greater
cause, Todah. I would also like to thank all the many staff members who coached games, the
wins really helped us.
Next came team time and songs. Chaim Fogel, you really wiped the floor with that
song. Twass really gxs!! I’ve never seen someone with such musical talent as yourself. It was
a really awesome song and thanks tons for all the time it took to compose.
After lunch came the new and amazing senior leagues crossfire. Thanks a million Yitzy
Stern for getting the 12 kids to play, I know it was a pain so thx tons. Also, I would like to
give thanks to the kids who played dodge ball and helped us come in 2nd place, so close to
first!
After that came Volleyball! Epic Domination! Gross at center was towering over the place
and Y. Stern and Mexico person helped out on front line. Then 2nd line was C. Fogel, the
Tepper, and none other than myself. Back line was Ely, Jacobs, Mookie, and Becker. I think
volleyball definitely clinched USA Day for us. Thx tons everyone.
After volleyball came the skits. Chezky Berman is really owed a lot of credit for driving
down to Rayim to pick up the skit. And thx also to Mookie Newman for being the dad-in-law.
Last but not least, I would like to thank the team of Flatbush for putting up such a
fight and coming out on top!
Till next time,
General Bresh
C Ya in LA!!
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WOW!!! What an awesome fun and psyching Neighborhood Day! Ya I know,
“technically we lost” but we definitely had the best, most rocking song, funniest skit,
best staff, and of course the most awesome campers!!
Before I start thanking people, I want to ask Mechila in advance if I left anybody
out; I never wrote one of these before and I’m bombed tiered. First off, I want to thank
the head staff, especially R’ Elyah and Mozey for convincing and offering this great opportunity it was awesome. I would like to thank my two other opposing generals Ari and
Aryeh it was awesome being general with you guys.
Tuli and Chanoch seriously the skits, song, volleyball, I don’t know what I could
have done without you thank you so so so much!!
Thank you Shuey Krasnow for leading the song helping with the skit you really
stepped it up and did an awesome job. Thank you Y.A. Brecher for taking a game
helping with the skits and volleyball. Thank you so much Nati for taking a game and
playing volleyball, I know it was so hard for you. Thank you P. Levitt/Batman you were
awesome. Yaakov Lax thanks for the volleyball skit and everything else. I would like to
give a shout out to Shuey Weintraub Izzy and Hoff, don’t say I forgot about you. Thank
you to Ambe, Gross, Karman, Kraus, Rosenberg, Ribowsky, Schwartz, Turkel, Weinberger,
Unger, and Schlosser for taking a game and helping with what needed to be done!
Thank you for an awesome first half and to bunk Yud Gimmel you guys are the
best, KIT!
General Schoenbrun/chai/mordy
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AAAAAAANNNNNNNDDDD THE WINNER IS ORANGE!!!!!!!!! WOW! WOW! WOW! WOW! & WOW!
That was one Amazing, Pumping, & Amazing OAR!!! I can hardly believe that it’s already over!!! First
& foremost I would like to thank Hash-m for everything that I was helped with to accomplish until
now. Before I start, I want to say that I could not have found a better or more geshmake opponent
than opposing General Chaim Aharon Gross. Even though Orange won, you still put up an unbelievable fight. You’re a great guy, and it was a great opportunity to go up against such a worthy opponent as yourself; May Hashem grant you Hatzlacha in everything you do. I just want to thank everyone in camp (especially the entire AWESOME, & PUMPING Orange team & also to Camp Chof Daled
& ALSO TO THE AWESOME & GESHMAKE ENTIRE NINTH GRADE!)!!! Like I said last year-all the people who felt that they aren’t worth any mention in this article I’m letting you know now that you
guys (including unattached staff, counselors, campers…) and really you’re all awesome and please
take this as a personal thank you from me to you! Thank you! Next I would like to extend my
gratitude to the amazing head staff (including Chanoch, the waiters, Rabbi Simcha Kaufman & “the
panel/ team”)for an amazing first half (& back-up)!!! Also, I would like to express a big hakoras hatov to all the amazing guys that helped out with everything starting with my amazing Lt. General: Avi
Heineman!!! :)!!! You are one amazing person that definitely has by far a lot of patience!!! Thank you
for practically running the show!!! Without you, it would have been very challenging. Thank you!!!Also,
you and Aaron Lowenthal did an amazing, & phenomenal job with the Torah Bowl!!! Thank you!!!
Furthermore, a huge thanks goes to Chaim Fogel & Aaron Schilit on an amazing job with the
songs!!!!! They were a huge HIT!!! All the hard work (& late/early hours) paid off!!!!! Thank You!!! &
also I would like to thank, hey, Liberman give me back the computer & get outta here! I said leave
me alone already! Trust me, I’ll finish this article within the next FOUR YEARS! NOW GET OUT!!!
Phew! That took care of that. Now where was I up too? Oh yeah right. I wanted to thank Shlomo
Fixler for an amazing job well done in getting people to take activities (thank you all for your help
with the activities)!!!! To all the psyche clan you guys helped out a lot with the pumping up! Thank
you! Last but definitely not least, all of the amazing actors in the skits, pantomime, & play! You
guys were all AWESOME ACTORS!!!!(Sorry the list is too long to remember yet, you guys were AWESOME!!!) A special shout-out to Chanoch & Meir Glicher, Shlomo Fixler, & Aryeh Brecher for making
the skits, pantomime, & play happen! Thank you!!! They were hilarious, serious and some parts of
the skits were even cute. To all the actors involved in the skits…play you guys did a phenomenal
job that it was better than excellent! It was AWESOME! YOU GUYS WERE GREAT! BTW, D.
Davidowitz I just wanted to know how the sock tasted (just out of curiosity of course)? (Btw AWESOME JOB ON THE BANNER/THEME SPEECH!!!) Furthermore, Shuey Parnes I must say that WOW do
you have talent at drawing the banner! IT WAS AWESOME! (thank you Shia Leshkowitz-lol!)I am currently munching an apple while Liberman (who for odd reason came back)
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is nagging to finish the article so he could go to sleep GO ELMO!!! (Chesky – you with your crazy
songs) LALA, LALA…..Yechiel’s Here, LALA…. I keep it real!!!! WAHOOOO!!!BTW Eli Serebrowski does NOT
have bacitracin. Why in the world do I have to here everyone’s two senses (which, mind you, is making
absolutely no sense) over the radio in the office! It’s now 2:47 why can’t people agree to stay up another two hours in order to make a neitz minyan! The chutzpah these days! Now I have Ribowsky playing psychologist with me! Someone help!!!! No I don’t want to take that medication and no I don’t NEED
THAT OTHER ONE EITHER! OMG! LEAVE ME ALONE ALREADY!!!WHAT IN THE WORLD IS GOING ON HERE
CAN’T I GET SOME PEACE AND QUIET! This guy throwing me an OWWW! I told you I wouldn’t catch
the ball! What’s your issue!?! I know a good psychologist that would be happy to help you! Where in the
world is “buddah’s belly?” I thought he was supposed to zzzzzzzzz, sorry I dozed off in middle, now I’m
so confused I really have no idea where I really left off. Oh great now Moishe just came back! Why
can’t you just join Liberman, & all the others in the other room? OK NOW YOU’RE REALLY GETTING ON
MY NERVES! GET OUT! FINALLY! GUNNER!!! HERE HE GOES AGAIN NOW HE’S BACK & TRYING TO
THREATEN ME WITH A OWWWW! Stop! An OWWW! A KNIFE! WHY DO YOU CARE IF YOU’RE IN MY INGENERAL SHMULLY!?!CAN EVERYONE JUST LEAVE ME ALONE ALREADY! WHY IN THE WORLD DO YOU
WANT TO KNOW IF I GOT A DOLLAR ON ME? ASK MY CAMPERS. PS. I just wanted to add a few more
notes before I end off which reminds me that I HAVE TO CLEAR MY BED OF A BASKETBALL HOOP, an
ORANGE JUMPSUIT, ORANGE CAP, ORANGE SHIRT & SKATEBOARD,( I wonder what my bunk is blowing
up this time with their potato rocket launcher) WHY IN THE WORLD IS EVERYTHING ORANGE!!!! SO COME
ON ORANGE LET’S GET LOUD- CHAOS NOW WITH ORANGE……!!!!BTW JUST TO ADD A FEW MORE
THINGS BEFORE ENDING OFF (in case you didn’t realize yet it’s about 5:05 in the morning & here I am
still bombed out & zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz, sorry dozed off again yet still
writing this Amazing article!) & no Mordy Becker thanks anyway but I don’t want a piece of that greatlooking steak. Guys, you were all awesome & yes even Yaakov Rosenberg for taking care of the cleanup and part of the psyche! THANKS TULLY!!! Once again everyone from camp & especially the orange
team pump it up, have an amazing pumping awesome year & see you all next year in Yerushalayim!!!!!
P.S. If you feel this article is missing some vital parts, then blame it on the early hour it was written in.

Sincerely, Your Awesome General, (fast asleep)

General Yechiel Shimon Aharonof
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WOW!!!! What an amazing time we had! I could never have imagined that we could possibly have such an amazing time
even in defeat. The Achdus that the teams had with each other was tremendous. This was thanks to every set of two campers
that acted with respect to each other throughout the entire course of OAR. I must say that I don’t look at the score with an attitude that we lost 970 to 950 (or whatever it was exactly). I look at those numbers and think we had 950 points worth of fun
and they had 970 points worth of fun. So what they had 20 points more fun than us?? WE still had 950 points worth of fun!!!
I must first thank all those that are going to be forgotten or even those who will be remembered but not for all the things that
they did. These are the contributions and contributors that go unspoken. Thank You!! I want to thank Hashem for giving me this
wonderful opportunity to be part of an event that uplifted so many campers in so many ways. It is no secret that everyone in
camp enjoyed the two days of OAR immensely. This wasn’t just something that occurred on its own or as the result of one person’s action. This was a combined effort. Without the many people that were involved, this never could have happened. Here we
give thanks to these people. I must thank Rabbi’s Neiman, Karfiol, Wolf, Kaufman, Friedman, Kaplan, Schilit, Tepper, Brecher, Glicher.
Thank you for the opportunity to undertake such a rewarding task. I truly felt that we furthered the goal of camp over the course
of OAR. The Staff that were of Such Great help were as follows:
Yechiel- I seriously would not have had a better time doing this with anyone else. Thank you so much for all the great moments
we shared over the two and half days (I just received word that you are also not getting any sleep tonight and refused the steak
as well)!!! I wish this would last a week just for the awesomeness that we had together!!! Yala Yala Yechiel, Yala Yala Yechiel!!!!
Lieutenant General Chesky Berman- Watturberry!!!! You are the man!! That play was epic!! It was something that the campers
identified with immediately. You brought many campers to a point where they felt as if they were in our play. That truly deserves exceptional praise. Thanks also for helping out with the Skits, taking your activity and everything else that you did.
Lieutenant Moshe Gross- You did an amazing job pumping up all the young guys!! Keep it up Moshe I love you so much!!
Tuli Abramczyk- Thank You so much for the amazing songs! Thanks for the beautiful songs in the Play. Thanks for the life lessons (political type) that we learnt together. It was an honor to have a person on the team that embodied our theme in the very
way that he conducted himself throughout the course of OAR.
Nati Gurwitz- Thank You sooooo much for doing the activities!!! It really helped to have you on the team. You are extremely easy
to work with and provided me with the necessary knowledge throughout the sports activities. Thanks so much for the help with the
basketball shootout!
Yaakov Lax- Thanks for the Skits, Psych, PLAY, and everything else. You really made it happen and due to your efforts we were
able to give the campers such a great time. The acting was incredible!
Y. Mordechai Schoenbrun- The skits were great! Thank you so much for accepting your part in the play. You really made a huge
difference in a play that was truly epic. Please don’t under credit yourself for the job that you did. Thanks for taking your activity!!
Binyomin Kahan- Thank you so much for taking the Torah Bowl upon your shoulders. Thank you for taking your activities. The
Torah Bowl went very well overall. Too bad we couldn’t get the upper hand in it. Thanks!!
Tzvi Asher- Thanks Bro!! Thanks for eating the post OAR meal with me. Thanks for the Psych and taking your activities. Thanks
for helping out with the Torah bowl and Races as well. Remember not to lend out your cell phone during daytime hours.
Ari Krasnow- Thanks so much for the songwriting and leading. We really rocked the songs! Thanks for taking your activities! The
acting in the Skits ad Play was great! Thank you so much for each part that you took during OAR!
Yisroel Borchardt- Thank you so much for doing the skits and the play parts that you were involved in. You were really a great
addition to the team. I can assure you that the best of what you did will be remembered far past any mishaps.
Pesach Diamond- Thanks for taking care of the Racing Sheets and for taking your activities!
Yerucham Klein- Thanks for helping with clean up and taking your activities!
Shuey Krasnow- Thanks for the acting during the skits. Thanks for taking your activities!!
Betzalel Schlosser- Thanks so much for your help with the races!! Thank you So much for taking your activities!
Boruch Steinmetz- thanks so much for taking part in everything that went on. Thanks for the acting in the skits and play. Thanks for
taking an activity.
Pesach Levitt- Thanks you so much for your help with the cheer song. Thanks for taking activities and taking part in the play. Thanks
for your part in the basketball shootout!
Betzalel Schlosser- Thanks so much for your help with the races!! Thank you So much for taking your activities!
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Boruch Steinmetz- thanks so much for taking part in everything that went on. Thanks for the acting in the skits and play. And for taking an
activity.
Pesach Levitt- Thanks you so much for your help with the cheer song. Thanks for taking activities and taking part in the play. Thanks for
your part in the basketball shootout!
Aryeh Kamelhar- Thanks for acting in the play and taking an activity!!
At this point I would like to acknowledge and let everyone know that there are many people whom I know by face and/or last and/or first
name but not all three. Please don’t consider my ignorance to mean that you were any lesser in your role. Thanks! (Thanks a million Shimmy
Rosenstock)
Mordechai Edelstein, Ari Barnett, Shalom Levitin, Yehuda Levi, Dovid Milstein, Yitzchok Nusbaum, Ephraim Slomovics, Yosef Turkel, Yaakov Tzur,
Kasriel Zakutinsky, Sasson Gross, Yisroel Meir Goldman, Naftoli Rosenberg, Y. T. Schwartz- Guys thank you so much for taking the activities
that you guys took. It really means a lot to the kids that were playing for you to have been there. Thanks! (Thanks Shimmy Rosenstock)
Shaya Rosner- Thanks so much for taking an activity and being there for the kids on our team!!
Yossi Beinhorn- Thanks for the Skits.
S. Vinitsky- thanks so much for taking your activity and acting in the play!!
Dovid Rosenthal- Thanks for taking an activity and for helping out with the races!!!
Mordy Jacob- Thanks for helping with the Psych and for taking a game! Thanks for the amazing acting in the play!!! We miss you!!
Moshe Tress & Zevi Unger- Thanks sooo much for doing the bed making. Job well done! Thanks also to both of you for taking activities!!!
There are certain people who did things which would make it inappropriate to thank at the top of the list. The reason for this is because one
only begins to think that someone must have been doing an extremely amazing supporting behind-the-scenes job for everyone else to have
been able to do theirs. Such a job is most worthy of thanks.
Zvi Greenspan- The job you did on Props was phenomenal!! I really do appreciate the props guys and the job they do since I was very big in
doing props years and years ago. The job that you did was really (for real, this is not a joke) as good as it could possibly get.
Moshe Hamburger and Yechiel Zolty (and C.A.G.)- Thanks for assisting with the props!!
Moshe Scheff, ?. Gelfand S. Solomon and someone that I am forgetting- Thanks for doing the wake-up! Only 11 campers (out of about 400)
between both teams came late to Shacharis.
Scheff, Gelfand, Ghoori, Sacco, Besser- Thanks for the acting!! Camper acting is something that I have always believed in, and you guys were
stars. Keep it up and you’ll be coming back for jobs!!
Mookie Neumann- Thank you so much for stepping in at the last second to do the lights for us. Real Achdus my friend!!
Michoel Rabinowitz- This is the greatest thanks in the entire In general, other than to Hashem, that I am giving. The banner is beautiful and
hopefully very soon you will be drawing in ourselves to the picture.
Tzvi Frischman, Chaim Aaron Krieger, ?. Rosman, Avigdor Wolf, Elozor Mordechai Frischman and the 6 th and the 7th grader whose names I wish I
remembered- You guys sunk those shots like crazy!! We crushed them in the inaugural basketball shootout. Those half court shots were rocking the crowd guys!!
Thank you (fill your name in here)
- The Psych was fantastic!! You guys looked like you were having a lot of fun too.
Thank you (every single camper must fill their name in here)
- You tried your hardest in your game and you were
a true winner no matter what the final score was. I saw the achdus that you had. Keep it Up!!!
A very big thank you to those campers and staff members involved in General Swim. Thanks for coming through with such a big victory. You
were the ones that gave us the extra boost.
To my Bunk, Bunk Chof Gimmel- Thanks for helping me out with whatever you did. There are too many names to list them all but you guys
were sure a fun group. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!!!!
To all the campers on the team of Red- You guys are the best!! You played the hardest! Sang the loudest! Cheered the most!! Ran your
fastest!! And had a great time overall. Keep on coming back!!! Have a great year!!
At this point I ask mechila from anyone regarding anything that I may have said, inferred, insinuated or caused to be construed as an improper
remark in this article or at any point during OAR or the rest of the summer. Please forgive me.

General Chaim Aaron Gross
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To my most Geshmocke campers in the
“KNOCKERS” division, Wow! What a great 1st trip
we had! As I think back too that first day of camp,
and try to remind myself of all the great times you
all had, I’m getting overwhelmed. Remember that
first day, being welcomed off those buses with the
real “Ruach”. Hachana for Shabbos that rocked the house, Melave Malka, ventriloquist, Lashon Hora dude, USA day, Flatbush wins! BBQ’s, Staff Plays, bowling,
Ruach (pay) day, night swim. The most unbelievable, geshmocke grand trip ever,
(thank you Avi Schilit). Basketball comeback from 15-0, Motzei Shabbos Ice
cream, magician with disappearing rings, OAR, Waterslides, cotton candy, snowcones,… Wow!! I’m really going to miss you all, and I can’t wait to see you all next
summer in Ruach Country Yerushalayim! Have a great year!

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman
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Ruach Day “TIDBITS”
Campers submitted short articles with first impressions of camp and other
comments about life in the Best Camp in the Mountains —CAMP AGUDAH!!
We present them here for you to enjoy.

WOW! What a summer! The Pay Day, amazing, Camp is going to be be
perfect after today, the floors swept and mopped, the tables washed, and garbage
cleaned up. What a Pay Day, can’t wait to win the overnight hike with Wiskey!!!!--submitted by Anonymous
When I came to Camp I was very nervous that I will get homesick until I realized that there is no time to get homesick--- submitted by Feivie Botknecht
Why was CAMP AGUDAH AMAZING 1st half?! Camp was amazing mainly
because of the Geshmake Rabbeim, amazing staff , and many good trips, Mosey’s funny jokes adding to the fun that all the great staff put together for us.--submitted by Moshe Sprei
Hi this is my first year in camp. In the beginning I was scared I wouldn’t
have any friends. But making all these new friends have changed my feelings.
Thank You--- submitted by Anonymous
Dear Editor, This is the #1 camp in the world! Other camps try to copy the
RUACH (i.e. the surf bikes, one camp said they have surf bikes, meanwhile all it
was, was a 10” bike on a piece of cardboard) this is what I mean. Very big thanks
you to R’ Frishman for upgrading the fields and courts including a new hockey rink
and new boats. IY”H 2nd half in Yerushalayim---submitted by Naftali T. Leshkowitz
Hi, this is my first year in Camp Agudah. I was very nervous at first, but
when I got here I wasn’t a least bit nervous. This is and will always be my best
summer in my life because Agudah is the beast Camp.---Shaul Shalam bunk
Daled
Neigborhood Day was amazing! The Ruach and Achdus was unbelievable!
Then came the Seniors dodge-ball game. Everyone was holding their heads in
fright at the speed of those balls, New York State narrowly beat Flatbush. The
Flatbush staff team swept in volleyball, leaving NYS and OOT In their dust, everyone participated even the Mexicans! The winner was Flatbush!!! Submitted by a
Flatbush Fanatic
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LANYARD
By: Tzvijay
Lanyard:
1) cord worn around neck:
a cord worn around the neck by military and naval personnel
or by Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts for carrying something such as a whistle or pocketknife.
2) short rope aboard ship:
a cord worn around the neck by military and naval personnel
or by Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts for carrying something such as a whistle or pocketknife.
3) cord for firing cannon:
a cord tied to the breech mechanism of a cannon and used to
fire it.
One definition that is not in my dictionary is plastic cord used to create a variety of
items, usually done as a recreational pastime. However, during 1 st half, lanyard was on everybody’s lips. It began with one camper, R.J. being given lanyard from Crafty’s shack. Immediately thereafter, they were deluged with requests for this amazing item. The addiction reached a
peak on trip day, when right after learning groups, half the camp lined up to receive lanyard to
occupy themselves with on the bus to Lake Chompounce. Hundreds of inches of lanyard, in a
rainbow of colors were handed out in every direction. One camper, when asked what he was
planning on doing with it, answered “ I don’t know, but I want it anyway” Everybody cheered
when our esteemed Asst. Learning Director R’ Nussbaum shlita, revealed himself as an expert
lanyard whiz, and helped out by starting off campers lanyard right, left and center.The fad was
so popular, that even R’ Shmaya Friedman and R’ Mozey Kaplan came running to get some of
the treat. I don’t know about Mozey, but R’ Friedman was too busy
videoing the kids doing the lanyard to do it himself!
WE discovered that:
1
 Most people in camp only know how to do box/barrel
 2. Neon pink and light blue are favorites.
 3. R’ Nussbaum had a not-so-misspent youth
4. Lanyard is fun
I’m too tangled up to write anymore, have a good year!!
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A MESSAGE FROM “CRAFTY”
AND NOW—THREE MINUTES LEFT: THAT’S 180 SECONDS (179, 178,177,176)
A WORD FROM R’ HILLEL “CRAFTY” YARMOVE, DIRECTOR OF CRAFTY-ARTS AND NATURE PROGRAMS
HERE THEY ARE: THE REAL WORDS TO THE BEIS HILLEL CRAFTY ANTHEM!
REFRAIN:

WE ARE MARCHING ON FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR TORAH, HEY! WE ARE
MARCHING ON FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR YIDDISHKEIT TODAY!!!
We have food, the food is good, so let’s eat together, then we’ll bentch together, tzu zein a mensch together!
And when we’re done, we’re number one: that’s cause we’re all together, as we march along! REFRAIN!
We act good, just as we should, so let’s thank together: then we’ll walk together—we’ll even talk together! And when we’re through, we’ll be
good Jews: that’s cause we’re all together as we march along! REFRAIN!
We hike well, that rings a bell, so let’s march together: then we’ll climb together—even have a great time together! And when we’re back, we’ll
all eat snack: that’s cause we’re all together, as we march along! REFRAIN!
We like rockets without sockets, so let’s launch together: then we’ll ignite together, blow rockets out
of sight together! And when we’ve fired, we’ll all be tired: that’s cause we’re all together, as we
march along! REFRAIN!
NOT I, NOT
NEXT YEAR: CAMP AGUDAH IN YERUSHALAYIM, B’EZRAS HASHEM
NOT I, NOT ME, BUT WEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
This has been reprinted by the literature dept. of Beis Hillel Crafty Arts SHACK (headed by Crafty JR.) in
honor of CRAFTY’S 25th year in Agudah. May he be zocheh to many more!

Jello and Keesh
Jello

and Shalosh Seudos; who do these two words belong in the same
sentence? What purpose does it serve to have a quivering mass of gelatin? All I
see are people dissecting, exploring & experimenting. Of course, how could we
forget the food fights? Everyone seems to be trying to find that elusive
secret…what is contained in that pulsating red matter. This leads to another
question. Why is “Quiche” (aka: keesh) included in our dietary requirements is
there any hunger in the world? Is Camp Agudah trying to evoke these
emotions? Maybe there is a less sinister purpose involved. Is it… maybe no-o-o –
maybe its food?!?! That’s the rumor that is going around camp about these two
“foods”. But come on, you can’t believe what you hear these days!
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Hi everyone it’s “Uncle Joe” here, once again. I’d first want to
thank the one and only Yehudah Levi our very own Junior counselor. The
most geshmake guy in town, and we would like to thank him for everything especially that he taught us to say “it’s all good”, Yehudah you rock.
As we are nearing our end of first half, and the tears are piling up,
it’s getting more and more difficult to say good bye to this most unbelievable knockeist bunk in the entire Catskills. We really had a blast, for most
of my bunk it was your 2nd year together and it was truly amazing, I really
enjoyed. Let’s keep up this amazing kesher stay in touch, and we will be
together next summer in Camp Agudah in Yerushalayim.
Sincerely your proud Counselor, Yossi Kresch and JC Yehudah Levi

LIGHTS OUT
When R’ K. turns out the lights
Each kid turns on his flashlight
Of course, there are a few
Who try to sleep like good boys do
Others jump, and others fight
And some will read throughout the night
Some drink soda or eat nosh
Some play games, some just watch
I just like to stop and wonder
At all the excitement going on yonder
But when R’ K. comes around
Everybody goes to bed without a sound
Each kid turns off his flashlight
Because R’ K. Turned out the lights
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1) Why did camp give out new caps on opening day?
 Why not?
 So no one should end up in camp Stolin
 So the kitchen Mexicans have something to wear
2) What happened to Andre?
 He went to work with Jack Kaplan
 Meir wanted camp a smoke free environment
 Went back to Poland
 He didn’t wanted to be the oldest person left in camp
3) Who are the new boats in the lake for?
 The Mexicans
 To keep the lifeguards busy with something else to do
 They were suppose to go to crafty to launch
 For the pic on the cover of the yearbook
4) Where is Shmiel the bus driver from?
 Wiskey found him in Boro Park
 Mexico?
 Next door
 Hatzolah/Shomrim/Chaveirim
5) Why the buffet style shalosh seudos?
 So the waiters don’t have to collect the food from each table.
 Its practice for visiting day
 Because its better
 Budget cuts
6) What happened to Jack Kaplan?
 He went with Andre back to Poland
 He’s working for Day Camp behind the scenes
 Budget cuts
 Torah Vodas
7) Why are there new dug outs?
 So the field wont flood
 Potential gazebos
 Maintenance was bored
 To protect the canteen from foul balls
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8) What is Backscratcher?
 Ask Lax
 It’s a line from the old days
 Mosey brought it from Shira
 The nick name of the senior league parking lot
9) What’s the room with the “do not enter” sign next to the staff showers?
 Ask Shimshy
 Ask Shlomo Tepper (who?)
 Jack Stef’s storage closet
 A bar
10) What does Camp Menahel mean?
 Ask Tully,
 It’s a Carlebach Niggun,

An Epic title


11) What happens to all the hair after the haircuts
 Aharanoff took it for OAR
 It’s on Krasnow’s head
 Ask Becker (not Rabbi G)

censored
12) What does pandemonium mean?
 Epic
 Ownage
 Ruckus
 It’s a made up word
14) What happened to carnival day?
 Six flags bought out the title
 It drowned in the dunk tank
 ask Mosey
 It went with Andre back to Poland
14) What does Meir Eiseg do in camp?
 Hocks Shmiel
 Gives Oneg Shabbos Groups
 Rabbi Lankry’s personal driver
 Meir “how are ya?!”…”Lousy!”
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